Moving Away
From Manual
Mailing at KFH
ITEC, a Xerox Business Solutions Company, helped
leading estate agent KFH save more than £25,000 a year
and recoup nine days of staff time every month, thanks
to its Technology Managed Services.
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With over 800 people in 60 locations,
KFH are one of London’s leading
property services groups, enjoying
a significant share of the Capital’s
property market through all of its
business divisions. Established in
1977, KFH sells more homes across
London than any other agent and
offers specialist and impartial support
across a wide range of services.
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“Our previous mailing

setup was a huge drain on
time and resources. It was
expensive, too.
- PAUL RALPH, HEAD OF PREMISES AND FACILITIES

CHALLENGES

Rethinking
Printing

Moving
Away From
Manual
Mailing

With 60 branches across London, KFH’s
printers needed to be reliable, cost-effective
and efficient. The estate agent is well known
for its exceptional service - but behind the
scenes, its printers were letting the side down.
More modern machines and a managed
approach - including complete support - were
needed to turn things around - and ITEC was
the partner to make it happen.

As a thriving estate agent, with busy lettings
and block management departments, KFH
needed to send thousands of letters and other
documents every month.
The trouble was, the system they had in place
to do this was hugely labour intensive - and
therefore far more expensive than it needed
to be.
Staff were printing thousands of pages using
the in-house printers, then undertaking a very
manual process of collating different items of
documentation before stuffing envelopes and
feeding them through a franking machine.
There was a huge amount of manual labour
going on that was unnecessary and ineffective,
so ITEC stepped up to create a bespoke
mailing solution.

“Switching to ITEC’s

Managed Print service
has halved our
printing costs.
- PAUL RALPH, HEAD OF PREMISES AND FACILITIES

SOLUTIONS

Complete
Print Support

ITEC launched a plan to transform the approach to printing at KFH.
All existing machines were replaced with 81 modern MFDs (or multifunction devices). It meant each branch had access to an A3 colour
all-in-one printer that could meet all printing needs, at a reduced cost.
Installation of the new MFDs was just the beginning of ITEC’s
partnership with KFH. Every branch has access to the ITEC Help
Desk 12 hours a day, seven days a week, to help remotely with any
print issues.
The new machines are issued with the latest firmware and password
protection to maximise security and protect from hackers. Leaders
at KFH also have access to the ITEC Print Portal which provides
complete transparency and allows them to view everything from how
many pages they have printer to how many support calls have been
made.

Introducing
Hybrid Mail

Even with a cost-effective, modern Managed Print solution in place
at KFH, it still didn’t make sense for staff at the firm to be manually
printing, sealing and franking its outgoing mail.
As part of its proactive dedication to customer service, ITEC
proposed a Hybrid Mail solution - and, for KFH, it was a no brainer.
The new system means staff from any branch - even those working
from home or outside the office - have access to a print driver on
their network. After documents are ‘dragged and dropped’ into a
digital folder, ITEC takes care of printing, sorting and posting them delivering huge cost savings at the same time.
The Hybrid Mail solution offers complete visibility and control - and
it’s encrypted for complete security, too.
“It’s fantastic to have a record of the mail that’s gone out and to be able
to see and control everything easily” - Paul Ralph, Head Of Premises
and Facilities

“When ITEC is your

service provider, you
feel like the team has
truly got your back.
- PAUL RALPH, HEAD OF PREMISES AND FACILITIES

SAVED ON MAILING

£25,000

9 days
RECOUPED STAFF TIME A MONTH

Systems
AUDITABLE, TRANSPARENT AND SECURE

KFH’s 850 staff across more than
60 branches can enjoy seamless
managed printing - with complete
support whenever they need it.
But what’s been even more
transformative for KFH is Hybrid
Mail. There is now a secure, simple
system in place that saves a massive
nine days of staff time every month.

“They

understand our
business and
they are never
pushy - but they
are proactive.
- PAUL RALPH, HEAD OF PREMISES AND FACILITIES

DELIVERING THE MISSION

Thanks to a bespoke combination of
ITEC Technology Managed Services,
KFH is now saving more than £25,000 a
year on it’s mailing compared to its old
system. That’s on top of the employee
time that’s been recouped - and
redirected into things that can help the
business thrive.
From manually stuffing envelopes to
remembering to order new toner, ITEC
has relieved the KFH teams of physical
and mental tasks by digitising core
processes - and provided next-level
customer service at the same time.

huge cost savings of Hybrid
“The
Mail were almost a byproduct -

our main goal was to free up the
staff who were spending nine
days per month manually
stuffing envelopes.
- PAUL RALPH, HEAD OF PREMISES AND FACILITIES

SERVICE

Following the Coronavirus pandemic, working from home - or working from
anywhere - became a priority for all businesses, including KFH.

ITEC has
delivered at
every level

ITEC helped the business make it a success - not just with the installation of
smarter tech, but by providing the expert support to go with it.
As remote working becomes part of the long term vision for companies,
KFH are already one step ahead.
As KFH’s Head Of Premises and Facilities, Paul Ralph, puts it:
“The services from ITEC have ticked so many boxes - I’d recommend them to
anyone.
“The huge cost savings of Hybrid Mail were almost a byproduct - our main
goal was to free up the staff who were spending nine days per month manually
stuffing envelopes
“My ethos is that service providers we use should become part of the team - an
extension of us. With ITEC, I can truly say that’s the case.
“They understand our business and they are never pushy - but they are
proactive.
“I think it’s a real measure of quality to see how quickly a service provider
responds to issues - and with ITEC, they always react quickly and without fuss.
“When ITEC is your service provider, you feel like the team has truly got your
back.
“I’ve been in the industry for 35 years, and I’d put ITEC right at the top of my
list as a quality service provider.
“ITEC has delivered at every level.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC, a Xerox Business Solutions
Company, is your local business
technology expert. For more than 30
years, we’ve been delivering outstanding
managed services and helping
organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
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